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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN!
The IT technologies
have gained great
importance in the
modern world, E-governance concepts are
being implemented,
and the developed
economy of knowledge has become a dominant of a country's success in the global
dimension.
The field of communications in the year
2011, which is proclaimed by the President of
Ukraine Viktor Yanukovych to be the year of
education and information society, should
finally overcome the downward trends and
recessionary economic factors. Advanced
development of telecommunications and IT
technologies is the key condition of implementation of the economic and social reforms
declared by the State and assurance of high
economic growth rates. For this purpose, the
NCCR has already drawn up and has begun to
implement the 2011-2012 Primary Communications Action Plan, which is effected within
the social and economic reforms.
The industry more than ever needs combining efforts of separate related entities in
order to build an integrated IT infrastructure.
This will contribute to the introduction in
Ukraine of the new European concept of
information society largely involving IT technologies in all fields of human and public
a c t i v i t i e s . T h e re f o re , t h e N a t i o n a l
Commission for Communications
Regulation of Ukraine must address relevant
regulatory issues in respect of telecommunications and the use of radiofrequency
resource, including the simplification of

approval procedures in the regulatory policy, and take regulatory actions to provide
grounds for the creation of new services and
increase of the existing ones.
I am sure that the legal framework consolidated at the end of the previous year by
amendments to the Law of Ukraine on
Telecommunications and by other enactments will enable to improve the competitive
environment in the industry in 2011, primarily due to setting fair and transparent conditions of relationships among operators.
The industry will also benefit from harmonization with the EU regulatory policy in telecommunications, elimination of barriers for business entities to access the market, and
extension of the NCCR’s powers to analyze
and identify telecommunication service markets as well as telecommunication operators
having a substantial advantage in the market.
Ensuring the efficient use of limited radio
frequency resource and the introduction of
new radio technologies to allow the public
access to the up-to-date IT and media services, including mobile communication,
Internet, data transfer, and digital TV, is an
objective as important to Ukraine.
The undeniable prerogative of the NCCR
is the openness of its operation through disclosure of all decisions made, draft regulations, and continuous communication with
market players – providers and consumers
of services. I would like to bring to your
attention the 2010 NCCR Performance
Report.
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Faithfully yours,
Petro Yatsuk,
Chairman of the NCCR

The National Commission for Communications Regulation (hereinafter called the
“NCCR”) is designated to promote effective
competition in the telecommunication and
postal service markets and to assure consumers’ demand for current and good quality services at affordable rates.
In 2010 the NCCR worked to fulfill the
following priority objectives:
1. To enhance the NCCR performance in market regulation
for the purpose of ensuring
sustainable development of
the communications industry
and overcoming the impact of
the global financial crisis.
2. To fix the NCCR’s powers at
the legislative level with regard
to analyzing telecommunication
service markets, identifying
operators with a substantial
advantage in the market and
imposing relevant regulatory
responsibilities upon them.

3. To further facilitate the procedure of accessing telecommunication service markets and to
improve the registration framework enabling to carry on business in telecommunications.
4. To provide for the conversion of the radio frequency
spectrum meant to facilitate
fast introduction of the cutting
edge technologies of radio
communication in Ukraine.
5. To provide for the introduction
of 3G mobile communication
technologies.
6. To implement a telecommunication service quality control
system.
7. To improve activities related
to consumer protection and to
strengthen cooperation with
organizations representing the
interests of consumers.
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Regulatory activities in the field of communications were conducted in accordance with the Laws of Ukraine on
Telecommunications, on Postal Communication, on Radiofrequency Resource of
Ukraine and other enactments. Pursuant to
law the NCCR exercised its powers by
making decisions at meetings normally
held once a week.
In 2010 45 meetings of the NCCR took
place (44 regular and 1 special one)
whereat 600 resolutions were carried out,
including resolutions:
• on the agenda – 44;
• on the licensing of activities and the
use of radiofrequency resource – 62;
• on the numbering resource allocation
– 44;
• on the keeping of the Telecommunication Operators and Providers
Register – 31;
• on the review and approval of draft
resolutions and ordinances by the
Government of Ukraine – 37;
• on the follow-up of instructions by the
Government of Ukraine – 6;
• on the review of draft regulations of
the NCCR – 66;
• on the review of Draft Laws of Ukraine
– 50;
• on the review and approval of regulations submitted to the NCCR for
approval by other central executive
bodies – 27;
• on the Action Plan for drafting regulatory acts and making amendments
thereto – 12;

• on the settlement of relationships
among telecommunication operators
– 6;
• on the Settlement Rates for the
services of access to the telecommunication networks of the operators holding a monopoly (dominant)
position in the telecommunication
market – 4;
• on the proposals by Ukrtelecom
Public Company to the catalog of
proposals for interconnection of
telecommunication networks – 7;
• on litigations – 5;
• on the applicability of radio electronic
facilities in the territory of Ukraine
and their inclusion in the Register of
Radio Electronic Facilities and Radio
Devices applicable in the territory of
Ukraine within public radiofrequency
bands – 47;
• on the introduction and record of IMEI
codes and maintenance of an ICOMT
database – 4;
• on the State Communication Inspection
Board activities – 10;
• on inspections of telecommunication
operators and giving instructions to
remedy breaches – 41;
• on the business of the Ukrainian State
Radiofrequency Center – 15;
• on the revocation of licenses to use
radio electronic facilities – 19;
• on the conducting of research &
practice conferences – 4;
• on the staff management and
remunerations – 20; and
• other resolutions – 39.
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Subject to the Action Plan for drafting
regulatory acts approved by Resolution
No 1796 of the NCCR as of 12/10/09,
in 2010 the NCCR drafted from to time to
time communication regulatory acts that
have a significant regulatory impact on the
field of telecommunications and usage of
radiofrequency resource of Ukraine.
In particular, the following enactments
were adopted and filed with the Ministry of
Justice of Ukraine:
• On approval of Amendments to the
Procedures of Sales of Radio
Electronic Facilities and Radio
Devices in Ukraine;
• On approval of the List of goods specifying their codes as per the Ukrainian
Classifier of Goods of Foreign Trade,
for which the Ukrainian State
Radiofrequency Center issues documents
required
for
customs
inspection and clearance of goods;
• On approval of the List of radio electronic facilities and radio devices
which require no approvals for their
export as well as for delivery by international mail and international
express mail services;
• On approval of Settlement Rates for
services of access to the telecommunication networks of the operators holding
a monopoly (dominant) position in the
telecommunications market;
• On approval of the Telecommunication Service Quality Regulations;
• On approval of the Due Diligence
Procedures for out-of-court dispute
settlement;

• On approval of Amendments to the
List of radio electronic facilities and
radio devices which require no use
permits;
• On approval of the Licensing Terms
and Conditions of telecommunication business in the provision of
fixed-line telephone communication
services using wireless access to
telecommunication network with the
right to offer maintenance and lend
local, domestic long-distance and
international telecommunication
channels;
• On approval of Amendments to the
State Communication Inspection
Board Regulations; and
• On approval of the Licensing Terms and
Conditions of telecommunication business in the provision of services on
operation and maintenance of telecommunication networks, terrestrial
radio and TV broadcasting, wire radio
broadcasting and TV networks.

The head of the NCCR Public Council Andriy Droniuk
and the head of the Ukrainian Association of Communications
Service Providers “Telas” Leonid Osherov
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The following enactments governing the
operation of telecommunication market
entities were the most relevant:
1) Due Diligence Procedures for Out-OfCourt Dispute Settlement approved by
Resolution No 217 of the NCCR as of
05/13/2010
The above enactment is drafted as
required by Articles 18 and 61 of the Law of
Ukraine on Telecommunications and the
Rules for Public Telecommunication
Network Interconnection. The Procedures
define the relationships among telecommunication market entities being parties to outof-court dispute settlement, expert organization, and the NCCR. The Procedures
require conducting due diligence in out-ofcourt settlement of disputes between
telecommunication operators with respect
to telecommunication network interconnection, and set forth the key tasks, organizational framework and timeframes of due diligence with regard to the matter in dispute.
2) Telecommunication Service Quality
Regulations approved by Resolution No 174
of the NCCR as of 04/15/2010
The Regulations outline the organizational and legal framework of keeping consumers informed of the quality level of
telecommunication services rendered by
operators and providers in the telecommunication market, and describe the procedures of disclosure of information about the
levels of telecommunication service quality
and their quality testing.

Vitaliy Korzh, the head of Subcommittee on Information Technology
and Informatization of The Verhovna Rada of Ukraine and Yuriy
Moroko, the head of Subcommittee on Telecommunications and
and Mail Service of The Verhovna Rada of Ukraine

Addressing certain regulatory issues in
communications required legislative amendments. Last year the NCCR collaborated with
the Transport and Communications Committee
of the Parliament of Ukraine under the joint
Legislative Work Plan that provided for the
drafting of a set of laws. The Plan implementation enabled to commence handling a number of issues relating to the telecommunications market. Those include the following:
Providing conditions for smooth
access to the telecommunication duct
system (TDS) as an essential element
of the telecommunication network
infrastructure
For a long period of time telecommunication operators had addressed the NCCR in
respect of their problems with access to the
telecommunication duct system (hereinafter called the “TDS”). However, lending
the TDS is not licensed in accordance with
the Law of Ukraine on Telecommunications,
and the rates for these services had not
been regulated by the State until 2010.
In the second half of 2009, Ukrtelecom,
which is the largest owner of the TDS,
increased the service rates for access to the
TDS, which had not been revised since
2003. This aggravated the situation in the
market segment even more. Ultimately, the
issue of access to the TDS owned by different business entities needed settling.
Subject to Ordinance No 833-p of the
Government of Ukraine as of 07/17/2009,
the NCCR elaborated and upon Resolution
No 1607 as of 07/23/2009, approved the
Telecommunication Duct System Access
Procedures that are filed with the Ministry of
Justice of Ukraine under No 736/16752 on
08/06/2009.
In 2010 the NCCR drafted the Pricing
Procedures for the said services, involving
telecommunication operators who use the
duct system.
On December 2, 2010 the Parliament of
Ukraine adopted the Law on Amendments to
the Law on Telecommunications (in respect
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of access to the telecommunication duct
system) stipulating that the rates for lending
the telecommunication duct system be fixed
by the NCCR.
Currently work is being done to adjust the
NCCR regulations to the legislation amended.
Addressing the issue of settlements
among telecommunication operators
for traffic transmission (termination and
transit)
The Ukrainian telecommunications market is characterized by inhomogeneity:
There are a great number of fixed-line communication operators/providers with a
minor market share (about three thousand)
and a small number of major fixed-line and
mobile communication operators.
In 2010 the issue of settlements for traffic transmission among the leading (including the monopolist/dominating ones) operators and the other telecommunication
market players appeared to be especially
aggravating.
The settlement rates for traffic transmission to the telecommunication networks of
the telecommunication operators holding a
monopoly (dominating) position in the
telecommunication market are known to be
set in the manner approved by the NCCR.
Last year Resolution No 52 of the NCCR
dated 02/04/2010 gave effect to the
Settlement Rates for traffic transmission
which provided for a rate range and not for
fixed rates. Yet that did not help remove all
differences among the operators in calculating the said rates. It often happened that
the operators offered to one another different settlement rates within the set ranges
and, consequently, could not reach agreement on the re-execution of contracts.
For the purpose of solving the problem,
the NCCR drafted and approved a new
Settlement Rate Schedule setting fixed (uniform) rates for traffic transmission to the
networks of the operators holding a monopoly (dominating) position in the telecommunications market. The operators’ proposals

and best practices of other countries in settlements were taken into account when
drafting the document. The said document
is filed with the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine
under No 138/18876 on 01/31/2011.
For a long period of time there had been
an issue where some operators with a substantial market share would benefit from
their position to impose asymmetrical rates
for traffic transmission on other operators,
in fact resorting to unfair competition practices.
The solution to the above problem was
found after the Parliament of Ukraine adopted the Law on Amendments to the Law on
Telecommunications (regarding the
telecommunication market of traffic transmission services) on December 2, 2010.
The Law prescribes that the settlement
rates for traffic transmission to the telecommunication networks of the operators not
holding a monopoly (dominating) position
and not having a substantial advantage in
the market shall not be less than the corresponding settlement rates for traffic transmission from their networks to those of the
operators holding a monopoly (dominating)
position and/or having a considerable
advantage in the market.
Also, this Law extends the NCCR’s powers to the extent of the promotion of competition in telecommunication service markets.
More specifically, the NCCR has been
empowered to identify relevant markets,
analyze them and identify telecommunication operators with a significant advantage
in the market.
The NCCR is now engaged in drafting and
adjusting enactments to the said Law,
specifically regarding:
• list of telecommunication service
markets;
• regulations on reporting by telecommunication operators and providers;
• reporting forms and instructions to
complete same; and
• draft Telecommunication Market
Analysis Procedures.
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Facilitation of access to telecommunication service markets and improvement of licensing to carry on business in
telecommunications
Following the joint Legislative Work Plan,
the NCCR, together with the relevant
Committee of the Parliament of Ukraine,
was involved in drafting the Law on
Amendments to Certain Acts of Ukraine (in
respect of facilitation of access to the
telecommunication service market) (file
No 7003) adopted by the Parliament in the
first reading on 02/01/2011.
The Draft Law governs the key points such
as further liberalization of access to the
telecommunication service market and facilitation of business conditions in compliance
with the current state policy and EU legislation.
The adoption of the Law will largely
reduce the barriers for new business entities
to access telecommunication service markets, which will accelerate the introduction
of new technologies in Ukraine and will allow
customers access to the state-of-the-art
services.
In addition, the NCCR drafted the Law of
Ukraine on Amendments to Certain Acts of
Ukraine on Regulatory Activities in
Communications in 2010.
The Draft provides for making amendments to the Law of Ukraine on
Telecommunications in respect of:
• improving the organizational framework of the NCCR;
• making a limited list of reasons for the
rejection of issuance, re-issuance,
revo-cation and issuance of duplicates of licenses to use numbering
resource; and
• imposing administrative liabilities on
telecommunication operators and
providers in the form of penalties for
violating telecommunications laws.

To ensure the efficient use of radiofrequency resource, the draft law suggests
amending the Law of Ukraine on
Radiofrequency Resource of Ukraine as to
the NCCR’s authority to determine the
number of licenses to use radiofrequency
resource of Ukraine, which may be granted
for a particular radio technology within the
radiofrequency bands allocated by the
Plan for the Use of Radiofrequency
Resource of Ukraine for general use.
For the time being, the relevant
Committee of the Parliament of Ukraine
and the NCCR continue to co-work. In
2010 it is expected to proceed with drafting amendments to the Communications
Law with regard to determining the regulatory procedures based on telecommunication market analysis and identifying
telecommunication operators with a substantial advantage in the market.
Ensuring the efficient use of limited
radio frequency resource and the introduc-tion of new radio technologies to
allow the public access to the up-to-date
IT and media services, including mobile
communication, Internet, data transfer,
and digital TV, is an objective as important
to Ukraine.
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The communications industry is one of
the key links of the Ukrainian economy and
shows stable growth annually. In 2010 revenues from the sales of communication
services accounted for UAH 47.4 billion,
which is 2.4% more year-on-year (see
Figure 4.1), with retail services provided and
estimated at UAH 18.0 billion. The share of
revenues of the industry in the GDP of
Ukraine is about 5%.
For a period of 2002 to 2008, revenues
from the sales of communication services
increased by an average of 28.3% p.a.
However, in 2009 the revenues grew by a
mere 0.4% y-o-y and by 2.4% in 2010 y-o-y.
Analysis of the flow of revenues of the
industry per segments evidences a significant drop in telecommunication service
revenue growth and increasing revenue
flow from postal services (see Figures 4.2a
and 4.2b). Whereas in 2006-2008 telecommunication service income grew annually
by an average of 16.8%, in 2009, though, it
decreased by 0.7% y-o-y and in 2010 the
same rose by a mere 1.7% (UAH 42.9 to
43.6 billion). Postal service revenues in
2009 grew by 25.3% y-o-y and in 2010, the
same accounted for 11.5%. Overall, revenues from the above services increased
by 4.2 times (UAH 0.7 to 2.9 billion) in
2002-2010.
In the communications revenue structure the share of telecommunication service revenues dropped from 95% in 2006
to 92% in 2010.
The main reasons for reduction of the
telecommunication revenue growth rate are
as follows:

Figure 4.1. Flow of revenues from the provision of communication
services in 2002-2010, UAH bil-lion

Figure 4.2a. Flow of postal service revenues in 2002-2010,
UAH billion

Figure 4.2b. Flow of telecommunication service revenues
in 2006-2010, UAH billion
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• reduction of expenditures by corporate and individual customers for telecommunication services including for
mobile communication in recent
years; and
• high saturation of the mobile service
market which has lately been the key
factor of telecommunication revenue
growth.
Mobile communication remains the
leader in communication revenues in recent
years. Its percentage in the overall revenues
of this branch in 2010 stood at 66% (see
Figure 4.3).
The share of local fixed-line telephone
communication did not change in 2010
against 2006 and is estimated at 10%, with
revenues from such services having grown
UAH 3.2 to 4.2 billion (by 32%), respectively, mainly due to an increase in the
local telephone service rates. The share of
international fixed-line (5% to 3%) and
domestic long-distance (14% to 6%) telephone services decreased. International
fixed-line telephone service revenues
dropped by almost 20% (UAH 1.6 to
1.3 billion) and domestic long-distance
telephone service proceeds fell by 41%
(UAH 4.6 to 2.7 billion).
One of the main reasons for such revenue
drop are unbalanced rates for fixed-line and

Figure 4.3. Revenue breakdown per segments
of telecommunication services in 2007 and 2010, %, UAH billion

mobile telephone services, especially
extremely high rates of calls from fixed lines
to mobiles networks. Consequently, consumers scarcely use this telecommunication service.
Recently broadband access services
have been rapidly growing. Their share in
the aggregate telecommunication revenues
throughout 2007-2010 rose from 4% to
10%, and revenues for such services almost
tripled.
The share of other telecommunication
services (wire broadcasting, TV and radio
broadcasting services, IP telephony, and
radio communication) increased a little,
especially owing to IP telephony.
Comparison of revenues from diverse
telecommunication services evidences the
following (see Figure 4.4):
• a decline in revenues was observed in
the segments of fixed-line (-7.0%)
and telegraph (-14.6%) communications;
• revenues from mobile communication
(1.1%), IP telephony (5.5%), wire
broadcasting (4.3%), and TV and
radio broadcasting services (6.6%)
grew a little; and
• revenues from broadband access
services increased by more than a
quarter (26%).

Figure 4.4. Flow of revenues from the provision of diverse
telecommunication services in 2009-2010, UAH million
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FIXED-LINE TELEPHONE SERVICES
In 2010 fixed-line telephone service revenues reached UAH 8.2 billion (see Figure 4.5),
which is 7% less y-o-y. As mentioned above,
the revenues dropped by reason of a decline in
revenues from domestic long-distance and
international communication services (by
14.7%, or UAH 4.66 to 3.97 billion). At the
same time revenues from local telephone services rose by 1.7%, or UAH 4.16 to 4.23 billion.
The Figure indicates that in recent years,
revenues from domestic long-distance and
international telephone services prevailed
considerably over those from local telephone
services. Yet as early as in 2010, revenues
from domestic long-distance and international telephone services became lower than
those from local communication services.
Regarding local communication services,
it should be noted that revenues from both
urban and rural telephone services grew
annually (see Figure 4.6). A considerable
increase occurred mainly due to raising
rates for such services.
The subscriber base of local fixed-line
telephone networks had been extending
until 2008 (see Figure 4.7). In 2009 and
onwards, however, there has been a small
outflow of subscribers. Based on the data
mentioned above, one can conclude that
fixed telecommunication lines hardly evolve,
especially in the rural area.
Ukrtelecom being the leading fixed-line
telephone operator with a 95% share in rural
line servicing has suspended construction
of the lines. Other local fixed-line telephone
operators are not intended to extend their
networks in rural, mountainous, or
depressed areas, but rather seek service
sales markets in cities and amidst business
clients. Such telecommunication operators’
approach is caused mainly by low profitmaking, or even loss-making, public
telecommunication services and lack of
vehicles to pay damages for their provision.
At the same time the demand for telephone
connections in the rural area is yet to be met

Figure 4.5. Flow of revenues from the provision of fixed-line
telephone services in 2002-2010, UAH million

Figure 4.6. Flow of revenues from the provision of urban and
rural telephone services in 2002-2010, UAH million

Figure 4.7. Evolution of the subscriber base of local telephone
networks in 2004-2010, thousand subscribers

(at present some 300 applications are filed).
It is worth noting that loss-making rural
fixed-line telephone communication services are attributable to the fairly low rates for
consumers and the existing worn out and
outdated facilities that hinder to efficiently
introduce telephone communication services and other current services. It is specifically referred to bundled services (voice
telephony plus Internet connection plus digital TV). The technical condition of implementation of such approach is the capacity
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of the telecommunication network infrastructure to integrate these services. First
and foremost, it is Ukrtelecom that is capable of strengthening substantially its presence in the prospective market of broadband Internet access.
In addition to Ukrtelecom, some 700
other operators with a 3.1 million strong
subscriber base operate in the market of
local fixed-line telephone communications.
The largest ones include Vega Telecommunication Group, Intertelecom, Telesystems
of Ukraine, CST Invest, and ITC.
The index of telephone communication saturation per 100 residents in Ukraine in 2010, as
against 2009, decreased by 0.1 percentage
points and reached 28.2% (see Figure 4.8); in
the urban area this index is 35.9% and in the
rural area the same stands at 11.5%.
The telephone communication saturation
level in different regions of Ukraine is
uneven. The highest concentration of phone
numbers is in Kyiv (58.0%), Odesa Oblast
(50.4%), Zaporizhia Oblast (34.9%), and
Dnipropetrovsk Oblast (32.6%) and the lowest one is in Transcarpathian Oblast (15.8%).

MOBILE COMMUNICATION
SERVICES
The Ukrainian market of 2G mobile communication services (GSM-900, 1800 MHz)
had been strongly growing until it was
almost saturated in 2007, which is evidenced by the revenues and the number of
subscribers both in the whole and of certain
operators. Mobile network coverage in
Ukraine is almost 100 per cent.
Revenues from mobile communication
services in 2010 accounted for UAH 28.8
billion (see Figure 4.9), which is 60.9% of
the gross revenues of the industry and
66.1% of the telecommunication revenues.
Revenues from mobile services have
been growing chiefly due to increased duration of conversations resulting from the flexible pricing and marketing policy of operators and implementation of extra services.
As at 12/31/2010, the subscriber base of
mobile operators was 53.8 million strong,
which is 1.4 million, or 2.5%, less than in
2009 (see Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.8. Saturation of mobile and fixed-line communication in Ukraine per 100 residents as at 12/31/2010
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Figure 4.9. Flow of revenues from the provision of mobile
communication services in 2002-2010, UAH billion

Figure 4.10. Flow of mobile communication subscribers and
nominal penetration rate in 2007-2010

The rate of nominal penetration of mobile
communication reached 117.5% in Ukraine
at end-2010, which is 2.6 percentage points
less than in the previous year. In 9 regions of
Ukraine this index is below 100%, specifically in Khmelnytskyi Oblast (75.4%), Ternopil
Oblast (76.7%), Kirovohrad Oblast (81.4%),
Rivne Oblast (85.9%), and Zaporizhia
Oblast (87.8%).
Kyivstar G.S.M. remains the leader in the
mobile communication market, with a 22.4
million strong subscriber base.
Ukrainian Mobile Communications (MTS
Ukraine) has nearly 18.2 million, Astelit has
9.8 million, and Ukrainian Radiosystems

(Beeline TM) has 1.7 million subscribers
respectively.
Telecommunication companies tended to
merge in 2010. In particular, Kyivstar
G.S.M., Ukrainian Radiosystems, and
Golden Telecom merged into the holding of
VimpelCom Ltd.
It should be noted that in 2007-2009,
developed countries vigorously introduced
3G mobile communication services that
cardinally broadened consumer capacities
in obtaining diverse telecommunication
services. In addition to the customary
telephony and SMS text communication,
consumers became capable, through 3G
telephone sets, of obtaining full access to
the Internet, corporate data, video conferencing, TV, payment systems, and e-commerce. So far as Ukraine is concerned,
operators are willing to invest in and construct mobile communication networks.
However, the NCCR had not been able to
complete conversion and, subsequently, to
allocate and assign requisite radiofrequencies for nearly 4 years. Only one operator,
Ukrtelecom, now holds a license to provide
3G mobile communication services, granted by the NCCR in late 2005. In 2006 the
operator began to engineer a 3G mobile
communication
network
in
the
UMTS/HSDPA standard under the Utel
trademark. As at 12/31/2010, Ukr telecom’s mobile subscriber base was 630
thousand strong.

BROADBAND ACCESS SERVICES
(COMPUTER COMMUNICATION)
Broadband access services are one of
the most active and competitive segments
in Ukraine. At the end of 2010, revenues
from the provision of broadband access
services accounted for UAH 4.2 billion,
which is 26.1% more y-o-y (see Figure
4.11), while the revenue growth rate in 2010
declined by 13.1% y-o-y.
Revenues from Internet access services,
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with an approximate 90% share in computer
communication revenues, stood at UAH 3.8
billion in 2010, which is 32.6% more y-o-y
(see Figure 4.12), with retail Internet access
services totaling at UAH 2.3 billion, which is
43.5% more y-o-y.
The Internet access service customer
base expanded by 2.6 times in 2007, from
1.4 million to 3.7 million subscribers (see
Figure 4.13).
The rate of Internet service penetration
per 100 residents of Ukraine is 8.0%.
Irrespective of the attractiveness of the
Internet service market for telecommunication operators and growing services
rendered by business entities, Ukraine is
yet to cover a fairly great distance to
achieve the level of developed countries in
this respect. The European Commission's
data show that the average penetration
rate in EU countries exceeded 40% as
early as at the beginning of 2008, reaching
70% in Hungary, 90% in the Netherlands,
and 50% in Slovakia. Such comparison
evidences that there is a large potential for
growth of the domestic Internet service
market which is an integral part in building
up modern information society, and hence
a matter of national importance.

POSTAL SERVICES
As at end-2010, revenues from the provision to consumers of postal services
amounted to UAH 2.8 billion, which is 11.5%
more y-o-y. Revenues from retail postal
services grew by 5.4% in 2010 – up to
UAH 577.6 million.
Such growth is predominantly due to a
3.7% increase in the provision of universal
postal services (revenues from regular outgoing parcels with a weight of up to 10 kg
grew most; see Figure 4.14) and rate escalation as well as growing revenues from the
disbursement and delivery of pensions and
benefits with a 43% share in the aggregate
revenues from postal services.

Figure 4.11. Flow of revenues from the provision of broadband
access services in 2002-2010, UAH billion

Figure 5.12. Flow of revenues from the provision of Internet
access services in 2006-2010, UAH billion

Figure 4.13. Flow of Internet subscribers in 2007-2010,
million subscribers

Figure 4.14. Universal postal services growth rate in 2009-2010,
thousand units

Ukrposhta Ukrainian State Post
Company remains the largest operator of
postal services, which share in the aggregate revenues from postal services is
96.0%.
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5.1. REGISTRATION AND LICENSING OF TELECOMMUNICATION
OPERATORS AND PROVIDERS
Subject to the Law of Ukraine on
Telecommunications, the NCCR registers
tele-communication business entities and
keeps the Register of Telecommunication
Operators and Providers. Besides, pursuant
to the Law the NCCR licenses certain activities in the field of telecommunications.
As at 12/31/2010, 1,947 business entities
including 1,430 operators and 517 providers
were entered in the Register of
Telecommunication Operators and Providers.
457 entities were registered in 2010.
Proceeds to the State Budget from activity license fees reached UAH 20 million in
2010 (see Figure 5.1). The major portion of
funds are fees for granting licenses to
engage in lending international, domestic
long-distance, and local telecommunication
channels.
In 2010 the NCCR granted 420 licenses
to engage in telecommunications (see
Figure 5.2), including 329 TV networks, terrestrial radio and TV broadcasting, etc. 87
licenses for an amount of UAH 14.79 thousand re-issued, 363 license copies for an
amount of UAH 53.91 thousand issued, and
110 licenses for an amount of UAH 8,987
thousand extended.
1,971 licenses to engage in telecommunications have been granted since the
NCCR began its work (see Figure 5.3).
As at end-2010, 1,604 operators had
been carrying on business in telecommunications under activity licenses in Ukraine.

Figure 5.1. Proceeds to the State Budget from fees for granting
licenses to engage in telecommuni-cations in 2005-2010,
UAH million

Figure 5.2. Number of licenses granted to engage
in telecommunications in 2010

Figure 5.3. Number of licenses granted to engage
in telecommunications in 2005-2010
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5.2. NUMBERING RESOURCE
REGULATION
Numbering resource regulation was performed by the NCCR (National Commission
for Communications Regulation) in accordance with the Law of Ukraine on
Telecommunications, National Numbering
Plan of Ukraine, and the Statutes on state
regulation of numbering resource of the
Public Telecommunications Network (PTN)
of Ukraine.
In 2010, 899 applications for re-assignment and 76 applications for assignment of
numbering resource (capacity) from operators were registered. In addition, 2 applications for assignment of the national identification code of dedicated network NDC and
42 applications for assignment of signaling
point codes СКС-7 were registered.
In 2010, 790 resolutions on numbering
resource were adopted and 650 licenses for
its use were granted. By resolution of the
NCCR, licenses for use of numbering
resource totaling at 2,159.3 thousand numbers were re-issued.
In 2010, the number of applications of
telecommunications operators for reassignment and assignment of number
capacity has reduced as compared to 2009,
which is seen from Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
Operators were assigned with 80.2 thousand numbers (441.2 thousand numbers
in 2009).
Distribution of assigned number capacity
in 2010 compared to 2009 per regions of
Ukraine is shown in Figure 5.6.
State Budget revenues from assignment
of number capacity amounted to UAH
3.58mn (with planned UAH 10.2mn) versus
UAH 12.1mn in 2009 (See Figure 5.7).
The major areas of activities of the NCCR
on number capacity regulation are as
follows:
1. Improving efficiency of number capacity use, reducing the number capacity accumulated by operators, which is not used or

Figure 5.4. Number of applications for a license
for use of number capacity

Figure 5.5. Consolidated quantitative data

Figure 5.6. Quantity of assigned number capacity,
thousand numbers
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Figure 5.7. Budget revenues from assignment of number
capacity, UAH million

activated on time for provision of telecommunications services to consumers;
2. Actions on implementation of the Plan
of transition to the advanced numbering
system of the PTN of Ukraine.

5.3. INTERCONNECTION AND
ACCESS TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS
Regulation of interconnection of
telecommunications networks in 2010 was
per-formed in accordance with the Law of
Ukraine on Telecommunications and the
Rules for interconnection of public telecommunications networks.
For the reporting period, the NCCR has
processed and approved by the relevant
resolutions offers on interconnection of
telecommunications networks of the
monopolistic
(dominating)
operator,
Ukrtelecom OJSC, as to the creation of 350
points of interconnection (POI) with a total
capacity of 1,820 Е1 flows. These offers
have been entered into the 2010 Catalogue
of Offers, 18 of them are additional due to

undeclared interconnection, with a capacity
of 76 Е1. In overall, over the reporting period telecommunications operators have created 374 POIs with a capacity of 1,889 Е1
flows (See Figure 5.8).
The reductive trend in the number of POIs
in 2010 is caused by the reduction of the
rate of network growth of telecommunications operators, increase of commercial
risks when investing in telecommunications
networks and residual effects of the global
economic crisis.
The created POIs were used for interconnection of telecommunications networks of
the operators at the following levels (See
Figure 5.9 and 5.10):
• Local – 105 (369 Е1);
• Long-distance – 252 (1438 Е1);
• Mobile – 17 (82 Е1).
Analysis of interconnections of telecommunications networks of Ukrtelecom OJSC
and telecommunication networks of other
operators and interconnections between
networks of other telecommunications
operators at the inter-operator level is
indicative of the satisfactory development of
networks in the Autonomous Republic of
Crimea, Chernihiv, Kharkiv, Donetsk Oblasts
and in the city of Kyiv. The development of
telecommunication networks in Poltava,
Khmelnytskyi, Kherson and Sumy Oblasts
has slightly improved as compared to the
past years.

Created POIs as from January 01, 2010
Ukrtelecom
OJSC

Other
operators

Total

350
(1820 Е1)

24
(69 Е1)

374
(1889Е1)

Figure 5.8 Сreation of POIs between Ukrtelecom OJSC and
other operators in 2008-2010
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approaches to the establishment of
tariff rates for access to telecommunications networks;
• the imperfection of legislation on
telecommunications as to powers of
the regulatory body.

Figure 5.9. Created points of interconnection
of telecommunications networks of the operators in 2008-2010

The major areas of activities of NCRC on
interconnection and interaction of telecommunications networks are:
1. Creating favorable organizational and
economic conditions for all telecommunications operators when interconnecting
telecommunications networks.
2. Formulating, approving and maintaining the Catalogue of Offers on interconnection of telecommunications networks.
3. Improving the regulatory framework of
interconnection of public telecommunications networks and access to the telecommunication duct system.

PRE-TRIAL DISPUTE SETTLEMENT
Figure 5.10. Additional flows involved at the levels
of interconnection of telecommunication net-works
of the operators in 2008-2010

A small amount of interconnections of
telecommunication networks in Ternopil,
Transcarpathian, Lviv and Mykolaiv Oblasts
demonstrates a low rate of network growth
of telecommunications operators in these
regions.
In 2010, 24 POIs (69 Е1 flows) have been
created between telecommunications networks of different operators without involving Ukrtelecom OJSC.
The intensity of development of telecommunications networks to the extent of interconnection has been negatively influenced
by the following factors.
1. Objective factors related to the impact
of the global economic crisis.
2. Subjective factors related to:
• the conflict of business interests of
the telecommunications market players and unavailability of uniform

Over the current year, the NCCR has
received 77 applications from telecommunications operators with regard to
interconnection of telecommunications
networks, as well as access to the passive
infrastructure facilities. The applicants
have received detailed explanations. 3
events involving telecommunications
market players in the round-table conference format have been held; whereat
access to the passive infrastructure has
been discussed.
8 telecommunication operators (Golden
Telecom LLC, Kaskad LLC, Ukrainian
Radiosystems CJSC, Ukraerorukh StateOwned Company, Ukrtelecom OJSC, MTS
Ukraine Private Joint-Stock Company,
Ostriv LLC and South-Western Railway
State Territorial Industrial Group) have
applied to the NCCR for pre-trial dispute
settlement when interconnecting telecommunications networks. The said disputes
have been settled by the Commission as
follows:
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• adoption of 6 NCRC resolutions as to
dispute settlement with regard to
interconnection of telecommunications networks, 2 of which have been
adopted based on expert opinions by
the results of independent due diligence conducted during the pre-trial
dispute settlement;
• holding 8 negotiations between
telecommunications operators involving NCRC representatives on disputable questions as to interconnection of telecommunications networks,
6 of which preceded the adoption of
NCRC resolutions; by results of 2
negotiations, the operators reached
agreement and settled disputable
issues;
• holding joint meetings with telecommunications operators on matters of
intercon-nection between telecommunications networks.
The major areas of activities of NCRC on
pre-trial dispute settlement are:
1. Extension of pre-trial dispute settlement procedure to passive infrastructure
ele-ments.
2. Adoption of good practices of conducting of independent due diligence during pre-trial settlement of disputes
between telecommunications operators
when interconnecting telecommunications
networks.

NCCR round-table conference on “Relevant regulatory issues
in telecommunications”

5.4. TARIFF REGULATION AND
SETTLEMENTS IN THE FIELD OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
In accordance with the Law on
Telecommunications, the NCCR performs
tariff regulation by way of establishing
limited or fixed tariffs for:
• popular telecommunication services
(connection of end user equipment to
public telecommunications networks
(universal access), fixed-line telephone services within the numbering
area (local telephone services), calling emergency services, directory
inquiry services and call boxes,
excluding services provided using
wireless access);
• provision of telecommunication channels of telecommunications operators, which are monopolists (dominants) in the market.
Tariffs valid in 2010:
• Limited tariffs for popular telecommunications services approved by
NCCR resolution No. 1491 dd. April
28, 2009, registered with the Ministry
of Justice on April 30, 2009 under
No. 395/16411.
• Limited tariffs for provision of
telecommunications channels of
telecommunications operators, which
are monopolists (dominants) in the
market approved by NCCR resolution
No. 202 dd. February 21, 2006, registered with the Ministry of Justice
on March 02, 2006 under
No. 218/12092.
Over the year, the NCCR has performed
basic monitoring of the efficiency of the
Procedure of regulation of tariffs for popular
telecommunications
services
(NCCR
resolution No. 1438 as of April 02, 2009)
and Limited tariffs for popular telecommunications services aimed at evaluation of the
status of their implementation and pursuing
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of the goals declared at their adoption.
Based on results of this monitoring, a positive conclusion can be made.
In accordance with the Law, the NCCR
regulates economic conditions of interconnection of telecommunications networks of
telecommunications operators, including
settlement rates for network access (interconnection) and settlement rates for traffic
transfer by monopolistic (dominating) operators’ networks.
As was stated in the said Report, the
NCCR has developed and approved a new
Draft Settlement Rate Schedule which provides for the establishment of fixed (single)
rates for traffic transfer to monopolistic
(dominating) telecommunications operators’ networks, and was enacted in accordance with the legislation.
In accordance with the Law of Ukraine on
Radio Frequency Resource of Ukraine, the
NCCR establishes tariffs for works (services) of the Ukrainian State Radio
Frequency Center (hereinafter referred to as
USRFC).
Tariffs valid in 2010:
• Tariffs for works (services) of the
USRFC related to the use of Ukraine’s
radio frequency resource and assignment of number capacity approved by
NCCR resolution dd. December 11,
2008, registered with the Ministry of
Justice on December 25, 2008 under
No. 1238/15929;
• Changes to tariffs for works (services)
of the USRFC related to the use of
Ukraine’s radio frequency resource
and assignment of number capacity,
approved by NCCR Resolution
No. 1558 dd. June 18, 2009, registered with the Ministry of Justice on
09.07.2009 under No. 609/16625.
In addition, based on operators’ applications and taking into consideration the
analysis conducted by the USRFC to the
extent of the change of income from provi-

sion of the said services, the NCCR has
approved lowering of some current USRFC
tariffs for 2010 by its Resolution No. 1813
dd. December 24, 2009.
In 2010, another monitoring of the efficiency of USRFC Tariffs for works (services)
related to the use of Ukraine’s radio frequency resource and assignment of number
capacity was conducted.

5.5. REGULATORY ACTIVITIES
IN THE PROVISION OF POSTAL
SERVICES
In accordance with the Law of Ukraine on
Postal Communications, the NCCR makes
the pricing policy and regulates tariffs for
universal postal services, including services
for sending post cards, letters, parcel post,
secograms, whether regular or registered;
parcels without declared value up to 10kg.
Tariffs valid in 2010:
• Limited tariffs for universal postal
services
approved
by
NCCR
Resolution No. 1244 dd. December
04, 2008, registered with the Ministry
of Justice on December 17, 2008
under No. 1208/15899;
• Revision of limited tariffs for universal
postal services approved by NCCR
Resolution No. 1725 dd. October 29,
2009, registered with the Ministry of
Justice on November 24, 2009 under
No. 1135/17151.
Based on results of repeated monitoring
of Limited tariffs for universal postal
services (NCCR Resolution No. 1244 dd.
December 04, 2008) and the Procedure of
regulation of tariffs for universal postal
services (NCCR Resolution No. 1301 dd.
January 20, 2009), which took place in
2010, positive conclusions can be made as
to their implementation.
As at the end of 2010, 33 postal service
providers operate in the market, 12 of them
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entered the market in 2010, promoting
competition in the postal services market.
In particular, 11 providers conduct the
business of sending all types of postal items
(postal transfer, regular and registered letters, post cards, small parcels and parcels
up to 30 kg). The other 22 providers conduct operation on sending specific types of
postal items and/or postal transfers.
Out of the total number of providers, the
overwhelming majority – 28 providers –
have received licenses for running their
business within the entire territory of
Ukraine. The other 5 providers provide
postal services exclusively within specific
administrative units (Zaporizhia, Kyiv,
Odesa, Kharkiv Oblasts and the city of Kyiv).
On November 17, 2010 the Law of
Ukraine No. 2608-VI On amendments to
some legislative acts of Ukraine with regard
to restricting state regulation of business
operation took effect. This Law has made
amendments to a number of legislative acts.
In particular, amendments to the Law of
Ukraine No. 1775-III on Licensing of Certain
Business Activities dd. June 01, 2000 provide for termination of licensing postal
transfers, regular and registered letters,
post cards, small parcels and parcels up to
30 kg. At the same time termination of
licensing postal services is provided for by
amendments to the Law of Ukraine on
Postal Communications.

5.6. LICENSING OF RADIOFREQUENCY RESOURCE UTILIZATION
The NCCR performs licensing of the radio
frequency resource use in accordance with:
• Law of Ukraine on Radiofrequency
Resource of Ukraine;
• License terms of use of the
radiofrequency resource of Ukraine;
• Procedures of conducting bids or tenders for obtaining licenses for the use of
the radiofrequency resource of Ukraine.

Radiofrequency resource under licenses is used by business entities for the provision of telecommunication services.
Other general users use the radio frequency resource under licenses for
broadcasting channels, granted by the
National Council for Television and Radio
Broadcasting and/or permits for operation of radio electronic facilities issued by
the Ukrainian State Radiofrequency
Center.
In 2010 the NCCR granted 310 licenses
(See Figure 5.11) for the use of radio frequency resource to 153 telecommunication operators for UAH 28,541,000 (See
Figure 5.12).
The core revenues in 2010 were those
from the issuance of licenses for the use of
radio frequency resource for digital cellular
radio communications (10 licenses) –
UAH 16,377,000 and for distribution manifold radio communications (61 licenses) –
UAH 9,538,000 (See Figure 5.13).
Per other types of communications, revenues constitute UAH 2,626,000:
• cellular radio communications GSM900 (15 licenses re-issued) –
UAH 3,000;
• cellular radio communications GSM1800 (28 licenses re-issued) –
UAH 5,000;
• radio relay communications
(58 licenses) – UAH 908,000;
• GCHQ radio communications
(96 licenses) – UAH 949,000;
• satellite radio communications
(9 licenses) – UAH 662,000;
• digital cordless telephony (DECT)
(5 licenses) – UAH 7,000;
• trunking radio communications
(22 licenses) – UAH 26,000;
• ultra-short and short waves
(4 licenses) – UAH 66,000.
As at the end of 2010, there are 407 business entities in Ukraine which run their business in the field of communications under
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licenses for the use of radio frequency
resource.
The major contribution to total revenues
to the State Budget of Ukraine over the last
ten years for issuance of licenses for the use
of radio frequency resource has been the
cost of licenses for digital cellular communications.
At present almost the entire radio frequency resource assigned for implementation of the digital cellular radio connection of
GSM and CDMA standards has been
exhausted. That is why revenues to the
State Budget of Ukraine from issuance of
licenses for the use of radio frequency
resource in 2009 and 2010 have been gradually decreasing.
For the purpose of launching 3G mobile
communications in Ukraine, further enlargement of the list of modern telecommunications services and feeding the state
budget of Ukraine, the NCCR, in partnership with the Ministry of Defense and other
executive authorities, has been implementing the required measures to ensure a
possibility of holding a tender (bids) in
2011 for selling licenses for the use of
radio frequency resource for 3G digital
cellular communications of ІМТ-2000
(UMTS) standard.

Figure 5.11. Number of granted licenses for the use of Ukrainians
radio frequency resource in 2005-2010

Figure 5.12. Revenues to the State Budget from granting licenses
for the use of Ukrainian radio fre-quency resource in 2005-2010,
UAH million

5.7. MAINTENANCE
OF THE REGISTRY OF REF (RADIO
ELECTRONIC FACILITIES) AND RD
(RADIO DEVICES) AND ISSUANCE
OF LICENSES FOR OPERATION,
IMPORT AND SALE
The number of applications filed to the
NCCR in 2010 for determination of a possibility to apply and enter new types of
REF and RD in the Registry has increased
by 18% compared to 2008 and by 26%
compared to 2009, and equals over
1.6 mn applications. The applicants
applied most for radio equipment for per-

Figure 5.13. Revenues to the State budget from issuance
of licenses for the use of Ukrainian radio frequency resource
in 2010
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sonal, home and office use, as well as for
information and communication devices
providing access to mobile communication networks and broadband radio
access, which indicates the trend of
gradual penetration of diverse radio
equipment as auxiliary devices into our
everyday life.
In 2010, the Commission developed
and approved 10 additional requirements
to radio interfaces of the radio equipment
for consumer use. In case of meeting
these criteria, new types of REF shall be
entered in the Registry under the streamlined procedure defined in NCCR
Resolution No. 1174 as of 23.10.2008.
At present, almost 79% of new types of
claimed REF are entered in the Registry
according to the streamlined procedure
within the term that does not exceed 14
business days. Besides, the establishment of 28 requirements to radio interfaces by the NCCR in 2008–2010 enabled
the manufacturers to design new types of
various radio equipment taking into consideration regulatory requirements as to
their application in the territory of Ukraine
beforehand.
The legal basis for importing REF and
RD to Ukraine from abroad is envisaged in
Articles 14, 16 and 29 of the Law of
Ukraine on Radiofrequency Resource of
Ukraine and regulatory acts governing REF
and RD import and sales procedures,
including mobile phones. To protect the

Ukrainian market from low quality, illegitimate or illegitimately imported mobile
phones, these regulatory acts provide for
accounting of unique identification codes
of the terminal hardware of cellular
communication networks (ІМЕІ codes)
imported from abroad and operated on the
networks of Ukrainian mobile communication operators.
The material security of implementation
of the user equipment import control procedures is the automated user equipment
registration information system (ІСОМТ), a
part of which is the generalized database of
user equipment (mobile phones) ІМЕІ
codes.
The main results reached due to the
implementation of the procedures for REF
and RD import and sale regulation indicate the efficiency of such procedures.
Thus, in 2010 5,346 permits for REF and
RD import from abroad have been issued,
among them 104 permits for phone models imported to Ukraine in the mode of
authorized supplies of user equipment,
under which 12,352,489 REF were imported, of which 11,221,870 mln terminals
(mobile phones and other end user equipment for cellular communications with
ІМЕІ codes; 2,400,333 of them in the
mode of authorized supplies). Thus, we
have managed to increase the share of
mobile phones legally imported to
Ukraine, taking into consideration expert
evaluations, to 92-97% and ensure addi-

Figure 5.14. Comparative analysis of the number of REF per user groups and communication tech-nologies
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tional revenues to the State budget of
Ukraine in the approximate amount of
over UAH 1,360 mn.
In 2010, 11,766,671 user equipment IMEI
codes have been received from the market
operators (including permits for user equipment import issued at the end of 2009) and
entered in the consolidated database in
accordance with the procedure provided for
by the legislation.
As at the end of 2010 (December 31,
2010), the consolidated database
contains 99,007,307 ІМЕІ codes in the
“white” list and 6,301,689 ІМЕІ codes in
the “grey” and “black” lists. No information
has been received by the USRFC from the
Ministry of Interior for entering IMEI codes
in the “black” list. However, mobile communication operators have not started disconnecting mobile phones, whose ІМЕІ
codes are on the black list, and which
failed to receive documentary confirmation of their legal import (transfer) to
Ukraine and had to be serviced by cellular
communication operators in accordance
with the license terms only within three
months.
The legislation also provides for the procedure for issuance of permits for sale of
REF and RD. As at the end of 2010
(December 20, 2010) valid permits for sale
are held by 7,465 business entities, which
have obtained the relevant permits for sale
of REF and RD with the USRFC and its
branches. However, it should be mentioned
that almost all these entities sell mobile
phones.
Within the year, by applications from business entities, 7,948 permits for sale of REF
and RD have been issued, 955 permits for
sale have been cancelled mainly through
termination of this type of operation by small
retailers.
The enactment of NCCR Resolution
No. 1339 on the Procedures for Sale of
Radio Electronic Facilities and Radio
Devices in Ukraine as of 05.02.09 has

established additional requirements to
POS. In addition to the security of mobile
phone buyers, this has led to stabilization
of the number of business entities selling
REF and RD despite a considerable growth
in the number of imported REF after the
2008 economic crunch. The number of
these entities had been fluctuating during
the year and by the end of the year, it had
virtually remained at the initial level,
though it turned out to be impossible to
reach the main goal – to sell REF and RD,
in particular mobile phones, only at specialized stores. The next year’s goal is to
ensure sales of mobile phones exclusively
at specialized stores.
Within the entire 2010, works on creation
of a USRFC information system started in
2008 had been continuing. On the basis of
USRFC radio frequency assignment using
the ICS Manager nG software, works were
done to improve technological processes
of application documents processing, as
well as to produce:
• opinions to the National
Commission for Communications
Regulation of Ukraine on the possibility of issuance of licenses for use
o f U k ra i n i a n ra d i o f re q u e n c y
resource;
• opinions to the National Council for
Television and Radio Broadcasting of
Ukraine on electromagnetic compati-
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bility of radio electronic broadcasting
facilities;
• opinions on electromagnetic compatibility of radio electronic facilities
(hereinafter referred to as REF) and
radio devices (hereinafter referred to
as RD);
• permits for REF and RD operation.
In 2010 the USRFC provided:
• 208 opinions to the NCCR of Ukraine
on the possibility of issuance of
licenses for use of Ukrainian radio
frequency resource;
• 874 opinions to the National Council
for Television and Radio Broadcasting of Ukraine on electromagnetic compatibility of radio electronic
broadcasting facilities;
• 15,438 opinions on electromagnetic
compatibility;
• 46,896 permits for fixed REF
operation;
• 101,701 permits for subscriber REF
operation;
• actions on international coordination

of 4,261 frequency assignments to
REF of Ukraine and international
coordination of 8,563 frequency
assignments to REF of other countries have been performed.
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Work with consumers of services is one
of the main priorities of the Commission. In
compliance with the provisions of the Laws
of Ukraine on Telecommunications, on
Public Appeals and other legislative acts
on consumer protection, the NCCR
ensures:
• personal reception of citizens by the
NCCR Chairman and members;
• operation of the Community Liaison
Office aimed to provide explanations
and consultations to consumers on
issues within the competence of the
NCCR (in 2010 226 citizens turned
to the NCCR Community Liaison
Office);
• functioning of a “hot-line” at the
NCCR for citizens to ensure consumer feedback, which makes it
possible for the consumers to
receive competent expert consultation on communication services (in
2010 49 citizens called the NCCR
hot-line);
• analysis and consolidation of
appeals to find the causes thereof,
publishing the findings in NCCR
records and on the NCCR’s official
web-site;
• making proposals on the conducting
unscheduled inspections by officials
of the State Communications
Inspection Board upon public
appeals;
• making proposals on the improvement of the regulatory framework as
to consumer protection;
• comprehensive
examination
of

appeals, issues touched in them, their
prompt set-tlement in satisfaction of
legitimate rights and interests of
individuals;
• ensuring cooperation with the
Governmental Contact Center of the
Government of Ukraine with regard
to examination of the appeals
received over the govern-mental
“hot-line”.
In 2010, the NCCR received 1,307
appeals from citizens and organizations,
326 of them were received directly by
the NCCR, 120 appeals from the
Administra-tion of the President of
Ukraine, 48 appeals from the Secretariat
of the Government of Ukraine, and 587
appeals from the Governmental Contact
Center (over the governmental hot-line
of the Government of Ukraine). 226
appeals were sent to the NCCR for
examination through other bodies,
establishments, and organizations (See
Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1. Structure of NCCR appeals in 2010
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Out of the total number of appeals,
82.2% (1,074 appeals) are applications and
petitions, 17.3% (226 appeals) are complaints, and 0.5% (7 appeals) are proposals.
Individual appeals constitute 97.2%
(1,271 appeals) and collective ones stand at
2.8% (36 appeals). The total number of
those who filed applications to the NCCR in
2010 is 2,270 individuals (including collective appeals).
34.6 % (452 appeals) were received from
individuals having benefits secured by the
legislation: Great Patriotic War disabled and
socially unsecured individuals.
796 appeals (60.9%), which had
a nature of appeals and petitions, have
been re-sponded and the necessary information has been provided and explained.
Positive decisions have been made on 369
appeals (28.2%). 25 appeals (1.9%) have
been forwarded to other competent
authoities. 11 appeals (0.8%) have been
dismissed under legislation in telecommunications and the Law of Ukraine on Pubic
Appeals. 106 appeals (8.1%) are pending.
Appeals on the provision of fixed-line
telephone services constitute the major part
of appeals – 56.3% (736 appeals). Most
appeals from consumers of the said type of
services have been received on the following issues: long-term discon-nection, telephone installation (re-installation), objections to bills for received services.
15.1% (198 appeals) are appeals on the
provision of mobile communication services. In their appeals, consumers broached
issues of disagreement with the amount of
delivered bills for the services and withdrawal of funds from personal account,

absence of access to the services (telephone number blocked), provision of
incomplete information on the terms and
cost of services.
116 appeals (8.9%) have been received
on the provision of Internet access.
Consumers have raised issues of service
provision, low quality services and disagreement with the amount of delivered bills.
In their appeals on the provision of wire
radio broadcasting services (81 appeals, or
6.2%), the majority of consumers complained about long-term absence of their
provision.
71 appeals (5.4%) have been received in
connection with the use of radio fre-quency
resource. The majority of appeals have been
received in connection with the legitimacy of
REF installation, procedure of REF and RD
use (registration) and application of IMEI
codes.
54 appeals (4.1%) have been received
from postal service consumers. In their appeals, consumers have touched issues of
non-compliance with the established term
for postal items and money order transfer,
violation of the procedure of their handing,
disagreement with the tariffs for postal
services.
The structure of 2010 appeals per types
of services and the evolution of the structure
of appeals per types of services in 20082010 are shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3.

Figure 6.2. Structure of appeals to the NCCR per types
of services in 2010
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Figure 6.3. Evolution of the structure of appeals to the NCCR
in 2008-2010

In the course of appeal examination, the
NCCR has in detail processed the information from telecommunication service
operators and providers on issues touched
by the citizens. In numerous cases,
unscheduled inspections have been con-

ducted with regard to compliance with the
legislation by telecommunication service
operators and providers when providing
their services. In 2010, the State
Communications Inspection Board has conducted 12 unscheduled inspections of
telecommunication service providers based
on appeals received from people.
Based on results of appeal examination,
a detailed analysis of issues touched by
consumers has been performed to identify
the causes thereof. The results have been
regularly posted on the NCCR’s official
web-site.
In order to improve the legislation on
telecommunications as to formulation of
clear legal framework in relations between
consumers and operators (telecommunication service providers) with regard to
provision of telecommunication services,
the new Draft Rules for provision and
receipt of telecommunication services
have been amended accordingly. Thus,
amendments have been made with regard
to consumer’s right to receive complete
and reliable information on the services,
their cost, consumer’s right to opt for the
quality of services, improvement of the
procedure of provision of socially important (popular) services.
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In 2010, the NCCR of Ukraine continued raising consumer awareness of the
level of criteria of telecommunication
service quality, whereby they are provided
by telecommunication service operators,
as well as bringing the system of telecommunication services quality control and
customer service in compliance with EU
Directives, standards, ІТU-T and ЕТSІ
Recommendations.
Thus, in 2010 the NCCR was involved in
preparation and approval of the standards
which determine the list of quality criteria
and test methods, and in establishment of
levels of standards for fixed-line and mobile
communication services.
In partnership with the leading telecommunication service operators, associations
and central executive bodies, the NCCR has
developed and enacted the new regulatory
document entitled “Regulations on Quality
of Telecommunication Services” registered
with the Ministry of Justice.
In accordance with the requirements of
the Regulations on Quality of Tele communication Services and NCRC
Resolution No. 363 dd. 05.08.10, as from
January 01, 2011 the new procedure of
compulsory publishing of information on
the level of telecommunication services
criteria by telecommunication service
operators has been in effect.
Based on this procedure established by
the NCCR, fixed-line and mobile communication operators have started determining
the levels of quality criteria, which depend
on the number of received consumer
appeals on communication line distur-

bance, appeals on incorrectness of issued
bills, organizational and technical aspects of
servicing, etc.
Furthermore, the NCCR has obligated the
operators to submit annual Quality Reports
(Form No.11 – ЯТП) by January 30 of each
year
and
publish
information
on
assured/reached quality levels in printed
media or on own web-sites, at POS of
telecommunication services and points of
performing settlements for them.
At the second stage, the NCCR
Resolution No. 574 dd. 16.12.2010 has
determined basic lists of 2011 quality criteria for fixed-line and mobile communication services, whose values need to be
published by the operators by January 30,
2012.
To provide information to consumers on
telecommunication services quality levels at
which the services are provided to them, the
NCCR’s web-site has been complemented
with the Section “Telecommunication
Services Quality”. Site visitors have been
offered information on the list of regulatory
documents establishing the names of service quality criteria, their limits, and requirements to annual disclosure.
Given that the operators (telecommunication service providers) can test the quality
of services on their own or by engaging certified evaluation bodies under contractual
terms, in 2010 the National Accreditation
Agency of Ukraine commenced to take
actions on accreditation of testing laboratories. Thus, 2 test laboratories had been
accredited for testing telecommunication
service quality levels by January 01, 2011.
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International activities of the NCCR
have been performed in accordance with
the 2010 Plan of International Actions and
aimed at the implementation of priority
objectives of the external economic policy
of Ukraine in terms of communications
development, support of European integration processes, and activation of bilateral and multilateral international cooperation in respect of telecommunications sector regulation.
In 2010, to support European integration,
the NCCR took active part in the preparation
of negotiation process between Ukraine and
the EU on creation of a free trade zone, fulfillment of priorities of Item “Information
Society” of the Agenda of Ukraine-EU
Association, including by engaging external
assistance of the EU through TAIEX. Certain
work was performed in the framework of
Subcommittee No.7 “Science and technology, research and development, education,
culture, public health, information society
and media” of the Committee for cooperation between Ukraine and EU and preparation for implementation of the EU “Eastern
Partnership” initiative.
By the NCCR’s initiative and with the
European Commission support, 3 ТАІЕХ
seminars were held in Kyiv in respect of
licensing the radio frequency spectrum,
implementation of the advanced numbering
system and EU new regulatory structure in
the field of electronic communications. A
study visit to the Austrian Regulatory Body
for television and radio broadcasting and
telecommunications was undertaken to
learn from lessons in quality control man-

agement in the EU telecommunications
market.
The Twinning project for the NCCR was
prepared to help improve the regulatory and
legal capacity to regulate the sector of
telecommunications. The project provides
for the implementation of 3 components:
Legislation adjustment; implementation of
stimulating regulations (market analysis,
calculation of interconnection cost, separate accounting of income/expenses),
organizational development and development of human resources.
In 2010, NCCR representatives took
active part in the negotiation processes for
making agreements on the free trade zone
between Ukraine and EFTA; Ukraine and
Canada.
In February 2010, at the USRFC there
was held a regular meeting of the
Commission for regulation of use of the
radio frequency spectrum and electromagnetic compatibility and radio electronic

International research and practice conference “Relevant
regulatory issues in the field of telecommunications and use
of the radio frequency resource” (May 18-20, Kyiv)
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facilities and the Commission for satellite
communications, television and voice radio
broadcasting of the Regional Commu nications Commonwealth; International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) seminar on
“Radio monitoring and increase of efficiency of the spectrum use” and international
exhibition “Radio monitoring equipment
and systems – status, future development
and production” in September.
One of the most prominent events in
2010 was the holding of the International
research and practice conference
“Relevant regulatory issues in the field of
telecommunications and use of the radio
frequency resource” (May 18-20, Kyiv).
Over 200 participants from 17 countries
took part in it. During the event, participants discussed the issue of development
and analysis of telecommunication markets, interaction of telecommunication networks, tariff regulation, telecommunication
services quality control, use of the radio
frequency resource; aspects of regulation
in the field of communications, implemen-

tation of international best practices, the
problems of independence and capability
of regulatory bodies to adopt relevant resolutions.
For the purpose of cooperation with the
relevant telecommunications regulatory
bodies of other countries, the NCCR of
Ukraine signed a memorandum of cooperation with the regulatory bodies of Bulgaria,
Latvia, Norway and Turkey in 2010.
Further to the Ukrainian-Polish cooperation in the field of telecommunications regulation, in May-September there was implemented the project of cooperation with the
Telecommunications Office of Poland entitled “Learning lessons to improve operation
and create a positive image of the regulatory body”.
In December, as part of preparation to the
14th European Football Championship,
there was a bilateral meeting held at the
USRFC between Ukraine’s and Poland’s
technical experts to discuss issues related
to the use of the radio frequency spectrum
at EURO 2012.
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In accordance with the legislation, state
supervision in the field of communications
was performed by the State
Communications Inspection Board (SCIB)
through conducting scheduled, unscheduled inspections and a set of relevant
actions, including measuring telecommunication network parameters, aimed to identify and cease violation of the legislation on
communications by telecommunication
market players and users of Ukrainian radio
frequency re-source.
In connection with the adoption of the
Law of Ukraine on Amendments to Certain
Legislative Acts of Ukraine on Performance
of State Supervision in the Field of
Communications by the SCIB on June 01,
2010, performance of scheduled inspections of telecommunication market players
and users of Ukrainian radio frequency
resource within public radio frequency
bands was commenced in Q4 2010.
In 2010, the SCIB conducted 2,057
inspections (See Figure 9.1), including 212

Figure 9.1. History of inspections conducted and violations found
in 2009-2010

scheduled and 117 unscheduled inspections; organized and held 1,728 joint events
on prevention, detection and removal of violations of legislation on communications
and the use of Ukrainian radio frequency
resource with law enforcement authorities
and other state bodies.
The total number of inspections held in
2010, as compared to 2009, has increased
by 27% (2,057 in 2010 versus 1,626 in
2009). State supervision has been held in
respect of compliance with the legislation
on telecommunications by telecommunication market players – 175, compliance with
the legislation on Ukrainian radio frequency
resource – 1,115, and REF sales – 767.
Comparative data on the total number of
inspections performed in 2009 and 2010
per activities are presented in Figure 9.2.
The total number of violations of the legislation on communications found in 2010
has increased by 30% y-o-y (1,673
violations versus 1,285 in 2009):
• 135 improvement notices have been
provided for removal of violations in
the field of communications (versus
292 in 2009);
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• 32 orders on removal of violations of
license terms of use of Ukrainian radio
frequency resource and removal of
violations of license terms in the field
of telecommunications have been
issued (versus 12 in 2009).
In follow-up of the state inspections held
in 2010, the State Communications
Inspection Board (SCIB) has made 2,057
inspection certificates and statements (versus 1,626 in 2009), in accordance with
which (See Figure 9.3): 1,137 protocols on
administrative offences under Articles of the
Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences
(hereinafter referred to as CUAO) (versus
862 protocols in 2009): Articles 145 – 151
(violation of license terms), 146 – 947 (violation of the rules of REF and RD sale and
operation, use of Ukrainian radio frequency
resource), 147 – 3 (violation of the rules of
protection of lines and facilities or damage
of cable and other types of communications), 148-1 – 1 (violation of the Rules of
provision and receipt of telecommunication
services), 148-2 – 14 (violation of the procedure and terms of provision of communication services in public networks), 148-4 – 5
(use of technical facilities and equipment
used in public communication networks
without the document on compliance confirmation), 164 – 3 (violation of the procedure of conducting of business activities),
188-7 – 13 (non-performance of legal
requirements (improvement notices) of
SCIB officials on removal of violations of legislative requirements.
In 2010, in execution of improvement
notices (orders) 1,320 violations were removed (See Figure 9.4), which is 94% more
than in 2009 (680 violations).
187 resolutions have been made on protocols of administrative offences under
Articles 145, 147, 148-1, 148-2, 148-4,
188-7 of CUAO. As a result of administrative
penalties imposed under the said resolution, the State Budget of Ukraine has

Figure 9.2. Performance of inspections per activities 2009-2010

Figure 9.3. History of protocols filed and improvement notices
and orders issued in 2009-2010

Figure 9.4 History of violations found and cured in 2009-2010
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received UAH 17,890 in 2010.
Records of 950 cases under Articles
146 and 164 of CUAO have been sent to
the courts. Based on results of court decisions on administrative cases under
Articles 146 and 164 of CUAO, administrative penalties have been imposed for a
total amount of UAH 252,240, including 51
with REF and RD confiscation in the
amount of 88 units.
Based on results of joint events held by
the SCIB on prevention, detection and
removal of violations of the legislation on
communications and the use of Ukrainian
radio frequency resource, employees of the
Ministry of Interior of Ukraine have confiscated 3,251 REF and RD, of which 627 REF
and RD are illicit transmitters and 2,624 are
mobile phones.
The total amount of administrative
penalties in 2010 is UAH 424,130, which
exceeds the 2009 data by 96% (See
Figure 9.5).
In 2010, the SCIB held 175 inspections of
compliance with the legislation on telecommunications by market players.
Based on the findings of the SCIB
inspections:
• 79 protocols of administrative
offences by telecommunication
market operators have been drawn
up in accordance with the CUAO
(under Article 145 of the CUAO – 51;

Figure 9.5. Flow of administrative penalties in 2009-2010,
UAH thousand

under Article 146 – 1; 147 – 2; 1481 – 1; 148-2 – 14; 148-4 – 3; 164 –
3; 188-7 – 4);
• 65 improvement notices have been
issued on removal of violations of legislation on telecommunications.
Based on results of examination of cases
on administrative violations related to violation of the legislation on communications
registered in protocols of administrative
offences under Articles 145; 148-1; 148-2;
148-4; and 188-7 of the CUAO, the SCIB’s
authorized officials have made 75 resolutions. As a result of imposing administrative
penalties under the said resolutions, the
State Budget of Ukraine has received
UAH 65,145.
Inspections have detected 282 violations
of the legislation on telecommunications, in
particular:
• requirements of the Law of Ukraine on
Telecommunications – 129;
• license terms – 67;
• special license terms – 6;
• Rules of interconnection of public
telecommunication networks – 12;
• Rules of provision and receipt of
telecommunication services – 27;
• other violations – 41.
Based on results of execution of improvement notices in 2010, 211 violations have
been removed.
In 2010, the State Communications
Inspection Board held 1,882 inspections
of compliance with the legislation on
Ukrainian radio frequency resource and
compliance with the established sale procedure by business entities selling REF
and RD.
Based on the findings of the SCIB
inspections:
• 1,058 protocols of administrative
offences committed by RFR users
and business entities selling REF and
RD, have been filed in accordance
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with the CUAO (under Article 145 –
100; under Article 146 – 946; under
Article 147 – 1; under Article 148-4 –
2; under Article 188-7 – 9);
• 70 improvement notices on removal
of violations of the legislation on
Ukrainian radio frequency resource
have been issued;
• 25 orders on removal of violations of
license terms of use of Ukrainian radio
frequency resource have been
issued.
Based on results of examination of
cases on administrative offences related to
violation of the legislation on communications registered in protocols of administrative offences under Articles 145,147, 1484 and 188-7 of the CUAO, the SCIB’s
authorized officials have adopted 112 resolutions. As a result of imposing administrative penalties under the said resolutions,
the State Budget of Ukraine has received
UAH 106,745.
Based on the findings of inspections
held by the SCIB, users of Ukrainian radio
frequency resource have additionally paid
monthly fees to the State Budget of
Ukraine for use of the assigned radio frequency resource in the amount of
UAH 12,498.33.

Inspections have detected 1,391 cases
of violation of the legislation in the field of
use of radio frequency resource of Ukraine,
including:
• requirements of the Law of Ukraine
on Radiofrequency Resource of
Ukraine – 174;
• license terms – 25;
• special license terms – 24;
• terms of permits for operation – 26;
• operation without permits – 750;
• REF and RD sale under the relevant
permit – 331;
• other violations – 61.
Based on results of execution of
improvement notices (orders), 1,109 violations have been removed in 2010.
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In accordance with Articles 16 and 19 of
the Law of Ukraine on Radiofrequency
Resource of Ukraine and in accordance
with the Regulations on Radiofrequency
Monitoring in Public Radiofrequency Bands
approved by the NCCR Resolution No.1599
dd. 16.07.2009, radio frequency monitoring of use of Ukrainian radio frequency
resource in public radio frequency bands is
performed by the USRFC.
Radio frequency monitoring is performed based on planned actions of technical radio control, as well as actions of
technical radio control as instructed by
the NCCR, or as requested by the SCIB or
the Central Command of Armed Forces of
Ukraine or law enforcement authorities of
Ukraine or international organizations
(including ITU), as well as on requests and
application of radio frequency resource
u s e rs a n d o t h e r l e g a l e n t i t i e s o r
individuals.
As at the end of 2010, 173,702 mobile
facilities, subject to technical radio control,
have been registered.

In order to remove the detected violations
based on results of technical radio control of
violation of the use of the radio frequency
resource:
• 4,915 warning notices have been
issued (in 2009 – 6,559 warning
notices);
• 2,554 records sent to the SCIB (in
2009 – 3,076 records).

USRFC’s radio monitoring mobile facilities

A new ukrainian mobile facility

In the course of performing actions of
scheduled and unscheduled technical
radio control, nearly 1,700,000 measurements of instrumental evaluation of REF
(RD) parameters have been conducted.
Based on their results, 8,056 cases of violation in the field of radio frequency
resource use have been detected (versus
10,609 cases in 2009), including:
• 6,120 REFs found to be used without
permission documents (illicit
facilities) (in 2009 – 7,580);
• 1,936 detected cases of violation of
the terms of issuance of permits for
REF operation (in 2009 – 3,029).
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Over the year, based on results of actions
taken jointly with the SCIB and the Ministry
of Interior, operation of 996 illicit facilities
has been terminated (in 2009 – 1,198).
Results of the radio frequency monitoring
are considered by the UDRFC when issuing
permits for REF operation
In 2010, as instructed by the NCCR and
SCIB, radio frequency monitoring units of
the USRFC held 134 actions (36 upon
instruction by the NCCR, 98 upon instruction by the SCIB) on technical radio control
(129 actions in 2009, including 39 upon
instruction by the NCCR and 104 upon
instruction by the SCIB). Based on their
results, the relevant records have been provided. In addition, radio frequency monitoring results are used in the course of preparation of opinions for adoption of the relevant resolutions by the NCCR on issuance
of licenses for the use of Ukrainian radio
frequency resource.
The USRFC submits to the SCIB findings
of technical radio control required in the
course of state supervision of the use of
Ukrainian radio frequency resource in public
radio frequency bands.
In accordance with Article 56 of the Law
of Ukraine on Radiofrequency Re-source of
Ukraine, the USRFC takes actions on detection and removal of radio interference
sources. Implementation of these actions is
stipulated by the Operating Procedures for
identification and removal of radio interference sources in public radio frequency
bands enacted by the NCCR Resolution No.
695 as of 19.04.07, and registered with the
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine on 19.07.2007
under No. 829/14096.
In 2010, the USRFC received 892 appeals
on interference, which were examined within the set timelines (in 2009 – 1,132).

The head of the State Enterprise “Ukrainian State Centre of Radio
Frequencies” Pavlo Slobodianiyk

For the purpose of organizational and
technical and functional support of performance of tasks in radio frequency monitoring, the USRFC has created a technical
radio control system. In accordance with
the 2009-2010 Procurement Plan, the
USRFC has continued working on the
improvement of the said system. As a
result, 4 stationary, 11 mobile radio control
stations have been put into operation, 11
specialized mobile radio control stations
for cellular communication networks have
been upgraded, and 6 control and measuring devices have been purchased and
released into service.
As at 12/31/2010, the USRFC technical
radio control system includes 121 mobile
radio control stations and 230 stationary
radio control stations launched in all administrative centers and other 73 settlements of
Ukraine. From the central control point the
USRFC manages 138 stationary radio control stations.
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In 2011, the operation of the Commission
will focus on three priority areas of regulatory
activities:
creation of conditions to facilitate access to telecommunication service markets in order to
extend the list of services,
enhance their availability to consumers and invest in the communications sector, including introduction of new technologies and
services based on them;
creation of conditions and mechanisms of financing the development of the telecommunication
networks to provide generally
available (universal) services to
consumers in remote and disadvantaged areas;
state regulation of tariffs for generally available telecommunication services and postal services,
procedure of mutual settlements
and establishing payment rates in
order to establish the best prices
and tariffs by market participants
for their customers;

analyzing the distribution and
use of limited resources and
establishing effective control
over the efficiency of their use;
monitoring of compliance by the
market participants with legal
requirements and provision of
services of good quality, and
elimination of violations and
bringing offenders to justice.
Fulfilling the tasks set forth in the defined
areas of the NCCR operation will allow in the
near future to provide consumers with modern communication services, create favorable conditions for a gradual increase in
their volume and, consequently, in the
income from their provision, to increase the
investment attractiveness of the telecommunications market in Ukraine, to improve
accessibility of the broadband Internet
access services, to open possibilities of
implementation of e-learning, telemedicine, electronic payments, access to the
resources of libraries and museums, television and radio broadcasts using new technologies.

review of the list of generally available (universal) services and their
content, creating a new list that
meets the current needs of society,
reflects the current status and considers the future prospective directions of the market development;
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